
School Trek
Evolution of a Educational Technology Philosopher (!)



http://wikieducator.org/User:Richardnz

• Geologist & Geophysicist in the 70’s and 80’s

• Teaching since 1989

• Early developer of support websites and Online Global 

PD for IBO – Deputy Chief Examiner

• eLearning and Moodle Specialist 2004 – 2013

• TSS 2010 – 2013 



What I want to say today

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maori_carving.jpg
Author: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Antilived

Where we’ve been in educational technology

Maori concept “ako”. Knowledge, learning 
– reciprocal relationship teacher-learner



Learner-centred teaching

• The Balance of Power

• The Function of Content

• Role of the Teacher

• The Responsibility for Learning

• The Purpose and Processes of Evaluation

Learner-Centred Teaching, Maryellen Weimer, Jossey-

Bass, 2002. ISBN 0-7879-5646-5.

Moodle and learner-centred teaching

Blog post: 

http://richardnz.net/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=101

Instructor led

Teacher guided

Facilitator of social collaboration

http://richardnz.net/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=101


From slow start to mind boggling advances



Still going – CLAIT – Computer Literacy & IT
Many happy hours from 
harmless to elite

With funding from Kickstarter, the 
team is back together…



What we knew in 1996 – it would work
Sandholtz, J H, C Ringstaff and D Dwyer, 
1996.  Teaching with Technology, Teachers 
College Press, New York.

• Entry
• Adoption
• Adaptation
• Appropriation
• Invention



We couldn’t set them free

http://www.pikiwiki.org.il/?action=ga
llery&img_id=13802

Public domain

http://www.pikiwiki.org.il/?action=gallery&img_id=13802


John Erikson’s journey with ACOT

“First year of the project:  

I lectured no more than 10 minutes in science today.  For the rest of 

the period the kids worked on a project.  What effect will this have 

on their learning?

Two years later: 

As the kids are presenting their computer projects I’m able to allow 

them to assume the role of teacher and I assume the role of the 

student … I kind of become the final person that can give 

information rather than the initial person in class”



From skills to embedded practice (sort of)

By picture man [GPL 
(http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)], via 
Wikimedia Commons

St Julian's School, Portugal
12th century palacette

Computer lab was up here (nice)



Except that technology was still in the driving 
seat…

Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1997.
ISBN: 0-02-402608-5

Put this one in the “Seemed like a good idea at the time” box.



Noughties – our Asia Pacific decade…



To the Gold Coast



From my mid 90’s thesis

In a detailed case study of the use of computers in a US High School, Schofield found that 

“computers were actually very little used” and identified the major barriers as:

a) teacher mistrust in the “value” of computers in education

b) disruption of “normal” classroom organisation

c) lack of familiarity and initial training of teachers

d) ongoing training needs

e) threat to teacher authority (via lack of competence)

f) computer anxiety

Schofield, J, 1995, Computers and Classroom Culture, Cambridge University Press, New York



Moodle/Mahara added as a strategic priority



The journey

The iPad Trial

”Jo was right”

Boys begin to bring 
devices out of choice.

Details can be found at:

http://richardnz.net/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=100

http://richardnz.net/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=100


Pedagogical Framework - 2012

Culmination of previous 
years themes

Ties it all together:
• Habits of Mind
• McRel
• Frangenheim

Our own work on tools 
for iPad, PC and non-

technical tools

Incorporated into our 
curriculum planning 

system (Atlas)



The results

“It’s on Moodle”

Was heard frequently

These were the main uses specified:

• Checking on homework to be done (66%)
• Uploading/completing homework (65%)
• Doing other work set by the teacher (60%)
• Looking for resources (58%)



Stages of Tech Adoption

ACOT (Sandholtz et al)

• Entry

• Adoption

• Adaptation

• Appropriation

• Invention

SAMR (Ruben R Pantedura)

• Substitution

• Augmentation

• Modification

• Redefinition

TSS in
2012



What they thought…

Student:
“I believe that Learning@TSS is an extremely useful tool for uploading assignments and homework. It 
also lets me communicate to my classmates about work.”

Teacher:
“And with the webcam, every time I've used webcam, I've had feedback from either a boy or a parent 
saying, "Thank you," or "Great." It was good to get that. Also with Moodle, the same. You get this 
feedback saying, "Oh, it's great to know what the boys are going to be doing." And when you put 
examples in, an exemplary piece of work, they know exactly what the expectations are. 

It's a marvellous tool for learning.”



“Teaches us the good virtues of teamwork”

“We post a draft and get immediate 
feedback, not like, a week later”

“I think it was fun because we were 
learning while we were doing 
assessment”

file:///C:/Users/Admin/SkyDrive/SydneyMoot/BoysY8EnglishClip-large.mov


Mahara

Angela Foulds-Cook Year 10 optional course

– they keep a Digital Journal in Mahara

Student:

“Now, Mahara was really good. It was 
like a social networking site but solely for 
our classroom. We could really engage 
with each other and comment on each 
other's posts and have a look at what 
other people are doing and their 
perspectives on certain issues. So, I 
found that to be really interesting. “



Mahara integrates well with Moodle

Mahara Pages as assignments

Pages as rich resources

Export options from Moodle
Boys can take assignments to it
Parents can see pages



Working together we can make a change

This represents a year on year 

increase of 83%.



The Road to BYOD
 iPads and Netbooks trialled in 2011

 2 cohorts funded by DER in 2012 

(Rudd Money)

 Y9 – iPads, Y12 – netbooks

 BYOD 2013 hardly any iPads or 

netbooks loaned out

 Labs cut back 75% but 250k AUD 

spent on network upgrades



What BYOD means to me 

Interviewer: What about devices? How do you find that? Have 

you found it easier than, say, working in a computer lab, or?

Y9 student: Yeah, much easier because you can direct yourself 

by yourself. You can start research on your own. You don't have 

to use a computer that everyone else is using. If you have your 

own device, you probably know it better as well. 

Interviewer: Okay. So you can make more use of it.



BYOD

BYOD with a school 
specified device is not 
BYOD at all but a 1 to 1 
program!

Opinion…

Own the device, own the learning

School devices are far more likely 
to be mistreated, forgotten and 
misused.



Moodle/Mahara support Autonomy

“There was a thing in English 

that I wasn't really 

understanding and it was 

dialog and I was able to just 

watch the narrated PowerPoint 

over and over until I eventually 

understood it.”  TSS student Y9.



A Different Dynamic

“It's a very different process to 

what we may previously have 

experienced with handing in 

homework to a teacher in a 

linear A to B and then teacher 

back to student, B to A 

dynamic.”  TSS Teacher.

This is from my colleague Dr Jill 

Margerison



4 Principles of Blended Learning
http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/2013/08/four-essential-principles-of-blended-learning/

1. EVERY SCHOOL NEEDS A VISION

2. ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL.

3. DON’T LET SOFTWARE DICTATE LEARNING GOALS

4. SUPPORT TEACHERS AND INCLUDE THEM IN THE DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESS

http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/2013/08/four-essential-principles-of-blended-learning/


In Transition



Audit

Level Descriptor

1
Mostly for content management – resources like word 

docs and PowerPoints

2
Resources plus some interactivity such as a quiz, forum 

or glossary

3

Some degree of social learning is evident – peer 

reflections in forums, multiple activities, use of Mahara 

ePortfolio where appropriate

4

Moodle Advisors – able to manage enrolments, 

categories, course settings, Gradebook, rubrics.  Good 

working knowledge of Mahara.



The Concept of Ako

http://tereomaori.tki.org.nz/Curriculum-guidelines/Teaching-and-learning-te-

reo-Maori/Aspects-of-planning/The-concept-of-ako

http://tereomaori.tki.org.nz/Curriculum-guidelines/Teaching-and-learning-te-reo-Maori/Aspects-of-planning/The-concept-of-ako


“There is more in you than you know”

"I regard it as the foremost task of 
education to insure the survival of these 
qualities: an enterprising curiosity, an 
undefeatable spirit, tenacity in pursuit, 
readiness for sensible self denial, and 
above all, compassion."

Kurt Hahn 1886 - 1974



Eye to the future

Detailed data (big data) on 
each and every student, 
where they are, what they’ve 
done and what they need 
next.

This example is from my 
colleague Paula Henry.



The Changing Role of Secondary Education

Where we’ve been

• Test centred

• Text centred

• Teacher centred

• Age-based schooling

• Control of content

What we need

• Better assessment methods

• More audio and video

• Student centred

• Needs based schooling

• Open content



Thank you


